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Abstract

The SLAC Controls Department has interfaced IBM-
Compatible PCs to the SLC Control System, for use by

theFinalFocusT_stBeam(FFTB)experimenters,who _ [SLCI ['SLC Iare building new accelerator equipment and developing and [ micro ] micro

testingitattheirh°meinstituti°ns" Theywillbringthe i l !
equipment to SLAC and integrate it into the control sys-
tem using a new software package. The machine physicists SLCr,'Fa-
and operators will use the existing SLC control system up- [
plications and database device types to control and mon- ] ....
itor the equipment. The PCs support a limited control
enviroment: they run DOS and exchange messages with Central
the existing control system via TCP/IP over ethernet, us- Vax
ing the new SLC Area Message Service. This mechanism
will also allow SLC to implement other commercial device [

controllers that can communicate over ethernet and run [ ETHERNET

the same software interface code. ! .X,!erm _ _]lIntroduction ix _m1 [' ]

Final Focus Test Beam (FFTB) is an international collab-
oration that will run this year at Stanford Linear Accelera-

Figure 1' Adding PCs via ethernet to SLC Control System
tor Center (SLAC). The collaborating institutions are pro-
viding instrumentation and control computers that they

are bringing from their home institutions and connecting Additions to SLC Control System
to the existing Stanford Linear Collider (SLC) accelerator

control system. The existing SLC control system generally consists of:
This paper describes the method used to connect this

instrumentation to the SLC control system so that the op- • a SLC Control Program (SCP) that operators use
erator interface from the control room matches the existing from an X-windows compatible terminal.
control system.

• the database describing accelerator devices.

• a host VAX on which we run the SCP, database, and

J ust ificat ion otherapplications.

• standard SLC 80386 micros that run the Intel RMX

PCs were chosen for the control computers because they operating system, and are geographically distributed
can be used in a standalone mode to develop instrumen- throughout the accelerator to control and monitor the
tation, they are commonly available, and they have good accelerator devices.
development tools. The international collaborators can de-

velop the instrumentation at their home institutions, and • the SLCNET proprietary network and network soft-
bring their instruments and PC to SLAC. ware.

• \_Vorksupported by the Department of Energy, contract DE- An FFTB PC is a IBM PC-compatible that runs MS-
ACO3-76SF00515 DOS, and communicates with the VAX over ethernet using
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tlleTCP/IPprotocol. Figurel shows the PC added to the Using PCs, KEK provides FFTB quadrupoles and a
SLC control system, quadrupole-support table, and Beam Size Monitor instru-

FFTB experimenters bring accelerator instrumentation mentation. A SLAC/DESY group provides FFTB bean>
that is controlled by a PC-compatible computer. The PC line alignment instrumentation.
runs a program that, receives and processes device con>
mands. The program is built from experimenter software
linked to a SLAC-developed library. Alternate Platform

SLAC Controls hat written a PC library that pro-
rides the basic micro services and device support., a VAX- The main use of this package is on a PC-compatible. The

resident, I)atabase Server (FFTB_DBS) that allows a PC FFTB package can also run as a process on the VAX, era-
to access the SI,C database, and a VAX-resident Network ulating the functionality of a remote micro. An initial

Server (A_SERVER) that redirects messages to the PCs implementation of this VAX proce.ss, called a VAX-basedmicro, is presently used to control FFTB magnet mover
from existing SCP and applications.

The network software is SLAC's Area Message Service devices. The xnovers are physically connected to standard
SLC micros and were initially developed and tested with a

(AMS) [1] that resides on the VAX and PCs and sends mes-
sages using commercial TCP/lP software: TGV's Multinet standalone VAX program. To integrate these movers into
on the VAX, and DEC's TCP/lP on the PCs. the control system, the FFTB package runs as a VAX-

To support, FFTB, we have not modifed the SCP, other based micro, controls the mover devices and supports de-vice commands issued from the SCP. The VAX-based mi-
application programs, or the database device types.

cro sends messages to standard SLC micros to control the
Figure 2 shows the software components, physical hardware, performs special transformations that

are specific to the FFTB movers, and replies to the SCP
commands.

The VAX-based micro is also used t,o test PC software.

Functionality of a PC

l I To use a PC to control devices, the PC must, support a
subset of the standard SLC micro functionality. This in-
eludes:

• devices in the database: the PC supports a subset of
standard SLC devices. The PC enmlates ali the nec-

essary characteristics of these device types, updating

1 i ! Daetab,._e"'I all values in the database for the given device type. APC owns database units to describe any instruments
" that are connected to the PC.

,) communication with SCPs, supporting existing appli-

cation inessages.

,, periodic events to trigger updates of PC device values
ETHERNET in the database.

I The PC acts both as a server and a client, lt is
program

a server t.o the SCt ), processing SCP messages that contain

t AMS AMS device control or monitor con_man(t. To support the SCPmessage, the PC must get and put device values from/to

t PClibrary PC'library the SI,(; database that resides on the VAX. The PC is

Application Application then a client to the databa.se server, requesting get/putoperations of values in the (tat.aba.se.
PC PC The SLAC,-written PC library hides many of the details

of the SI,C micro and its integration within the control

Figure 2: Soft,ware Components for FFTB PC system. The interface with experimenter-written code is
well-detined [2] and simph_r than similar int,erfaces in stan-

To add an I'FTB PC to the control system, we identify' dard SI_C inicros.

tlm standard SI,C device-types needed for the instrunmnta- The I'C library contains device-specific functions Ibr the
tion, define the I"F'I"B devices in the datat)ase, and define sut)ported device tytws. The experimenter initializc's a de..
tlm PC as an l"I"TlaI PC. vice butl},r, all(t lh,')_ _ct.s/pUl,S values from/to the database
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for devices via tile device buffers. For each device buffer, The number of available DOS TCP/lP connections is a
the experimenter provides the address of their routine critical resource. We have used a single message server to
which will do the physical device I/O and command pro- reduce tile number of connections between a P(? and the
cessing. The PC library and database server support four SCPs and other VAX applications.
device buffer types: actuator, analog, digital, and general.

A PC uses: actuator buffers to get/put database values
for magnets and power supplies, analog buffers tor noating Project Status and Futures
point valur digital buffers for digit;al states (bits), and

We are close to completion of this project. The FFTB ex-general buffers to get device values for any other type of
device in the database, periment will use PCs and VAX-based micros this summer

and autumn to measure the alignment of movers, controlThe PC library contains a main function that initializes
and monitor quadrupole-support table, measure beam size,tile network, and then enters a loop that dispatches SCP and control the movers.

messages to the experimenter-written code for process-
For future projects, this package can be used to connecting, dispatches commands to experimenter-written code

smart instruments to the control system. We have startedrequesting a periodic update of devices values to the
to migrate this package to an HP Unix system for coil-database, and calls the user each loop execution.
trol and monitoring of smart instrumentation. The AMSThe experimenter also writes three pre-defined rune-
network is already implemented on the tIP platform. Wetions: USER_INIT to intialize their hardware and

actuator, analog, digital, and general device buffers; plan to compile and link the PC library on the tlp plat-
USER_CODE to execute periodic functions needed each form, define database devices and control the instruments
program loop; and USER-STOP to shut-down their appli- from the existing SCP and other applications. We can add
cation, additional device commands to control/monitor the smart.

devices.
The PC can get values from the database for devices in

any part of the accelerator. The PC must maintain current Using this package for VAX-based micros, we support
values for devices that, it, owns in the database, unique devices that exist in small numbers. When device

PCs do not receive SLC timing interrupts. Timing sig- support is added to a standard SLC micro, it is generally
nals are gene.rated by standard SLC micros, and delivered added to all the micros in the control system. When the
directly to hardware that, is connected to the PC. support is complicated and requires prototyping, or it is

needed in only one part of the accelerator, we can now
implement the micro thai, controls the devices, in a VAX-

Database Server based micro or in a PC.

The Vk X-resident database se.rver, FFTB_DBS, provides
access to the database via device buffers, lt performs dc- References
vice buffer initialization, get and put of values via de-
vice buffers, cancellation of device buffers, protection of [1] M. Crane et al, AMS" Area Message Service for SI,(;.

These proceedings, SLAC-PUB-6166 (1993).
database access to allow a PC to write to only its own

database devices, and other important support functions. [2] T. Lahey et al, SLC PC-VAX Link for FFTB: PC
The database server contains critical information to access Users Manual. SLAC Controls Department Software

the database. PCs do not directly access databa.se val- Manual (November 1992).
ues, thus protecting the database. Tile server allows easy
control of databa.se access.

Message Server

The VAX-reside:_t _nessage server, A_SEI_.VER, disl, atches
ali comrnuications between SCPs and PCs. When the SCP

or other application program calls the existing message ser-
vice, and wants to comnmnicate with a node connected to

ethernet, the message is routed to this server. A_SI);I{.VER
sends/receives messages via AMS to the ethernet nodes.
We updated the existing SLC message functions to recog-
nize a node that, is connected to ethernet, and to redirect
the message to A_ERVER.

Both FFTB_DBS and A-SERVI;]R use a list of legal
nodes, providing security for which no&_s can coni_,;ct to
the control system via AMS.
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